At Regen Center, adult repair stem cells are being used to heal and improve a variety
of conditions such as autism, Alzheimer’s disease, arthritis, COPD, dementia,
diabetes, cerebral palsy, multiple sclerosis (CCSVI), Parkinson’s, traumatic brain
injury, stroke and others. They are also used for anti-aging and cosmetic purposes
Stem cells from your own body, called autologous cells, are entirely safe, do not run
the risk of rejection and have no ethical issues involved in their use. In fact, after
consulting with leading scientists from across the world, the former head of the
Roman Catholic Church recently affirmed:
The Healing Cell, How the Greatest Revolution in
Medical History Is Changing Your Life
Adult stem cells have a natural ability to heal and restore
damaged areas of the body. However, until they are removed
and re-infused back into the body, they remain locked inside the
tissues, unable to perform the healing they are designed to do.
We also provide Liberation Therapy Plus ®, which is a unique
innovative procedure that can rapidly improve the quality of life
for people with MS/CCSVI and other conditions.
Procedures Performed In A Major Hospital
Medical procedures are performed in a major, fully
equipped, hospital facility by competent, caring, board
certified, medical specialists. The medical staff is
Catholic and evangelical and committed to the
protection of life from the moment of conception
onward. Respect for life before and after birth is
established by law in the Dominican Constitution.

Experienced Medical Staff
The plastic surgeon has performed
hundreds of delicate procedures and is a
member of the International Society of
Aesthetic Plastic Surgery and the
International Confederation for Plastic,
Reconstructive & Aesthetic Surgery.
The anesthesiologist is also highly
experienced and a specialist in critical and
intensive care. They are both certified by
the American Academy of Anti-Aging
Medicine.
The cardiac interventionist who does the Liberation Therapy Plus (R) treatment has
performed over 3000 balloon angioplasty procedures.
Free Hotel Stay For Three Nights
All patients are met at the modern international airport by our caring bi-lingual,
English speaking staff and personally escorted to a highly secure, lovely, resort style
hotel. The stay for three nights for one patient and one caregiver is FREE and
includes a huge buffet-style breakfast.

The food is great, the drinking water is pure, the pools sparkling. The bi-lingual hotel
staff is warm, friendly and accustomed to providing for the personal and dietary
needs of our special patients.
Staff Available 24hrs/Day
From the moment of your arrival to the moment of your
departure, our staff is available to speak with you should
you have any requirements, questions or concerns.

Autism
Autism is a devastating disorder which has been linked by various authorities to
vaccine injury, heavy metals, food and environmental allergies and other as yet
unrecognized causes.
At RegenCenter, we have found that young people and adults with autism often
respond positively to adult stem cell therapy.

Anger control
Reduced stimming
A great reduction in self-injurious behaviors
Reduction in bizarre behaviors
Bladder and bowel awareness and control
Easing of obsessive compulsive behaviors
Normal appetite control
Less picky eating
Increased sociability
New self-awareness

Anyone who has ever watched a friend or loved one’s personality
melt away from the terrible effects of this dread disease is well
aware of its dire prognosis. Victims lose their short and long term
memory, becom e irritable and abusive, unable to take care of
themselves, suffer incontinence and eventually wind up in
diapers in a nursing home, oftentimes drugged into insensibility
to keep them quiet.

About Adult Stem Cells
Experiments using stem cells derived from bone marrow bone marrow have already
shown potential in models of stroke, traumatic brain injury, spinal cord injury and
Parkinson’s disease.
You can now obtain a safe, powerful infusion of adult stem cells derived from your
own adipose tissue and bone marrow. Your stem cells can help bring about major
improvements in quality of life that afford relief for a variety of chronic conditions.
At Regen Center, adult repair stem cells are being used to heal and improve a variety
of conditions such as autism, Alzheimer’s disease, arthritis, COPD, dementia,
diabetes, cerebral palsy, multiple sclerosis, Parkinson’s, stroke, traumatic brain
injury, stroke and others. They are also used for anti-aging and cosmetic purposes
Autologous Stem Cells Are Safe And Powerful
Stem cells from your own body, called autologous cells, are entirely safe, do not run
the risk of rejection and have no ethical issues involved in their use. In fact, after
consulting with leading scientists from across the world, the head of the Roman
Catholic Church recently affirmed:
Adult stem cells derived from bone marrow and adipose tissue have a natural ability
to heal and restore damaged areas of the body. However, until they are removed and
reinfused back into the body, they remain locked inside these tissues, unable to
perform the healing they are designed to do.
Adult Stem Cells Are Powerful And Effective
Bone Marrow Stromal Cells Selectively target damaged tissue, promote neurological
functional recovery and remodel brain architecture.
Adult stem cells derived from your own body have the capacity to reduce
inflammation and transform themselves into cells in organs of the body which have
been damaged through injury, disease and the aging process.
To find out how you or a loved one might benefit from an infusion of your own stem cells, simply complete
the free phone consultation request form at the top of the page and one of our caring patient care
representatives will contact you shortly. You may also contact us

Liberation Therapy
Rapid Relief From MS Symptoms
People with MS may now experience relief from the debilitating symptoms of MS in a
matter of days. Most MS sufferers get approval to receive the powerful benefits of
Liberation Therapy Plus ® within 48 hours after the application process is complete.

Common benefits of Liberation Therapy may include:
Lifting of “brain fog”
Dramatic increase in energy level
Return of urinary and bowel control
Relief of depression
Alleviation of spasticity
Reduction in headaches
Improved sleep
Improvement of visual impairment
Better ability to tolerate heat
Warming of hands and feet
Improvement in balance
Better coordination and walking
Overall improvement in quality of life.

Contact Us
(800) 563-1732
US Local (305) 396-6719
Email: info@regen-center.com

www.regen-center.com

